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The objective of I-GENE project is to re-design the story of genome
editing by developing a photo-switchable system.
The I-GENE project is funded by the EU (grant agreement ID: 862714)
under the FET-OPEN scheme of HORIZON 2020, fostering novel ideas
for radically new technologies.
 

TheI-GENEproject:
anewconceptofgenomeediting
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Please follow our social media and browse our website to get updates
on the I-GENE mission and research activities:
https://i-geneproject.eu/project/
https://www.facebook.com/igeneproject/
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We are a great team! After a long time of restrictions due to the COVID-
19 pandemic, we are excited to see I-GENE scientists finally meeting in
one hosting lab and working together on the project. In the picture, Noor

Schilder and Dr Michele Lai are testing the human melanoma cells
flowing in the microfluidic channel of the lab-on-chip, Dr Francesco

Tantussi and Dr Arnoud Everhardt is testing the fiber-laser coupling and
Soultana Konstantinidou is ready for irradiating the zebrafish embryo. It

looks like you had a lot of fun, guys!
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In the lasts months, the irradiation set-up composed by a continuous
wave (CW) laser emitting in the green (532 nm) and an ultrashort
pulsed laser tuneable in the near-infrared (NIR) range, were first
designed, developed and validated by Msquared, and shipped afterward
 to the Department of Physics of the University of Pisa. Prof. Fuso was
in charge of the laser assembly and of coupling it to the optical
microscope, under the supervision/support of Msquared staff and Dr.
Francesco Tantussi from IIT. UNIPI can now start the radiation sessions
of the biological models. In the picture, you can appreciate a developing
zebrafish embryo, ready for irradiation. Let’s zoom, focus, and fire, guys!
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The laser from Msquared has been interfaced with the Lab-on-Chip
device from LioniX International to allow direct irradiation of human
melanoma cells treated with nanotransducers in a microfluidic flow

environment. Please, come to our lab to see how cells can be perfectly
aligned relying on our spectacular Lab-on-Chip: cells  pass the

microchannel individually while they are directed by the side flows,
perfectly focused along the axis of the channel. You can play with the

inlet, the back and side flow to manipulate the movement and the speed
of the cells in the channel. It works!
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https://i-geneproject.eu/project/
https://www.facebook.com/igeneproject/
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During this period we had the oppprtunity to present the I-GENE project in various conferences focused on either
nanotechnology or CRISPR and engineering. At the 18th International Conference on Nanosciences and

Nanotechnologies, NN21 (nanotexnology.com) our PhD student Soultana was awarded with the Young Researcher Award
for the best oral presentation. Next, the I-GENE project was presented at the Genome Engineering: CRISPR Frontiers

(Virtual) | CSHL and at the Genome Engineering and Synthetic Biology (Virtual 4th edition) | VIB Conferences with a poster
and a pitch talk. The previous month we participated at the Annual Congress of the European Society for Gene & Cell

Therapy (Home | www.esgct). 

And we don’t stop here! In December you can follow our progess at the ICCGE 2021 (International Conference on
CRISPR and Gene Editing) and hear our presentation. Keep being updated on the next conferences we will present

through our social media pages!

 

PHOTONIC BEAMS ACTIVATING THE NEXT-
GENERATION MEDICINES.

FICTION OR SCIENCE? 

The dream of drugs with no side effects acting as
a therapeutic medication only in diseased cells-
can it become true? Will we find them in
pharmacy in 2050? Today scientists are designing
macromolecular switches to turn on and off the
activity of the drugs of the future. Please, follow
the TED talk of the I-GENE coordinator to learn
more! https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=keXt58tOSj4

WARNING!
 MAN-MADE THREATS

 
The project coordinator will participate as invited
speaker to the public debate on genetic
manipulations – opportunities and safety
concerns - organized by Fondazione Pisa on
December 3, 2021. Please, follow the live
streaming event on:
https://warning.palazzoblu.it/seminari/manipolazio
ni-genetiche/

 

https://www.nanotexnology.com/index.php/nn
https://meetings.cshl.edu/meetings.aspx?meet=CRISPR&year=21
https://www.vibconferences.be/events/genome-engineering-and-synthetic-biology-virtual-4th-edition
https://www.esgct.eu/home.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=keXt58tOSj4
https://warning.palazzoblu.it/seminari/manipolazioni-genetiche/
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THE FUTURE IS YOUNG!
FOLLOW THE I-GENE YOUNG WOMEN
IN SCIENCE “TALKING ABOUT CRISPR:
THE FUTURE OF GENOME EDITING
This year, a group of six female Ph.D. students from the University of
Pisa, has the great opportunity and pleasure to organize a virtual event
to explore in deep the hot-topic of the CRISPR/Cas technology. The title
of the meeting is “Talking about CRISPR: the future of genome editing”
and through this event, they intend to gather internationally renowned
experts in the field of genome editing to discuss innovative and new
approaches for CRISPR and the overall implications this technology
has. But despite providing an excellent platform for discussing the
current state of knowledge, this meeting will focus also on another
important issue: women in science. Here, crucial questions will be
addressed and discussed. How do women experience the research
environment? Is there a professional balancing between work and
family?

 

Please follow and subscribe to this exciting event: 
@Talkingabout CRISPR
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https://i-geneproject.eu/summer-school/
https://i-geneproject.eu/partners/
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The I-GENE project is founded by EU (grant agreement ID: 862714)under the FET-OPEN scheme of HORIZON 2020,
fostering novel ideas for radically new technologies.

Please follow our social media and website to get updates on I-GENE mission and research activities:

This project has received funding from the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant

agreement No 862714

Address: www.I-gene.d4science.org 
Call us: +39 050 2211487

Email: vittoria.raffa@unipi.it
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